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Condition: New. 213 x 137 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.MAFIA, MUSCLED MEN, AND
MURDER . WHO SAYS LIFE IS BORING? Mobster dudes, Derek
Reed and Rocco Malonni, return as muscular lovers for their
second murder mystery to solve. When Tang Meadow, the owner
of the Skin Artist, a tattoo shop in downtown Flamingo Cove,
Florida, shows up dead on a private beach, Derek and Rocco
begin to unravel many valuable clues. Did someone receive a
poorly inked tattoo on their skin and cause murder? Was Tang
bad in bed and ended up brutally butchered? Did the inkster give
a horrendous hand-job and was unfailingly offed? How many
angry queens did Tang have in his circle of fairy friends? Steamy
and sexy Derek and Rocco face a February filled with many
questions to answer, and share some racy action that consists of
unfriendly revenge, heated man-sex, and the antics of a possible
serial killer along their small coastal beach town. Who is
mutilating jockish and inked skin? And how are diamond
smuggling, chiseled coworkers, missing gems, a mad dog, beefy
brutes, and an underground man-lair related to...
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Good eBook and useful one. It is amongst the most remarkable ebook i actually have study. You can expect to like the
way the article writer publish this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ar m a nd Seng er  DV M-- Pr of . Ar m a nd Seng er  DV M

Absolutely essential go through book. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you question
me).
-- Rober to Lea nnon-- Rober to Lea nnon
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